The longitudinal accelerating field E, has been measured as a function of azimuthal angle in the full cell of the cold test model for the 1.6 cell BNWSLAC/UCLA #3 S-band RF Gun using a needle rotation / frequency perturbation technique [ 11. These measurements were conducted before and after symmetrizing the full cell with a vacuum pump out port and an adjustable short. Two different waveguide to full cell coupling schemes were studied. The dipole mode of the full cell is an order of magnitude less severe before symmetrization for the @-coupling scheme. The multi-pole contribution to the longitudinal field asymmetry are calculated using standard Fourier series techniques. The Panofsky-Wenzel theorem [2] is used in estimating the transverse emittance due to the multipole components of EZ .
I. INTRODUCTION
To produce high brightness low emittance electron beams necessary for X-ray FEL application such as the LCLS [3] we have developed a 1.6 cell emittance compensated S-band photocathode RF Gun that is designed to minimize emittance growth due to the dipole component of E', . To accomplish this we have eliminated the side coupling into the half cell that is used in the original BNL RF gun design [4] , which is designed to suppress the zero-mode. The coupling between the two cells was improved by an increase in the beam iris, which also increased the mode separation between the zero and .ii-modes. The coupling between the waveguide and full cell was studied using two different coupling schemes. The full cell was symmetrized to minimize emittance growth due to the T M 1 1 0 mode. The half cell length has been increased to provide more RF focusing. Resistive temperature control was elected over water cooling to facilitate design and minimize construction costs.
FIELD BALANCE VERSUS MODE SEPARATION
The full cell to half cell coupling is vital since side coupling was not used in this gun design. We further improved the technique of using mode separation for field balance tuning [ 5 ] . To measure the field balance versus mode separation it is necessary to measure Ez on axis for the .Ir-mode, f7-and fo for different full and half cell frequencies. For large difference in the full and *Work supported by the Department of Energy. contracts half cell frequencies the fir and fo are essentially the independent cell frequencies, but when the cell frequencies are close to each other the coupling, which is frequency independent, separates the cell frequencies into the fir and fo [6] . Field balance versus mode separation data is presented in figure 1 . This data was taken using a ,472 cm diameter dielectric sphere and a self excited loop instead of a network analyzer which increased the accuracy of the frequency measurement down to 100 Hz. 
WAVEGUIDE TO FULL CELL COUPLING
We have investigated two different types of waveguide to full cell coupling schemes. The 0-coupling scheme was produced using a .373"diameter cuttingfluterunning*.2268" center to center in the x direction, the thickness of the coupling iris is .0917". The z-coupling scheme was produced by cutting out a .913" x ,650" rectangle with the long dimension in the z-direction, the thickness of the coupling iris was .108". In the final gun design we have elected to use the @-coupling scheme since its dipole field, before symmetrization, is an order of magnitude less than the z-coupling scheme. We have measured the dipole field offset by a transverse disk pull in the waveguide plane and the multi-pole field components of the full cell by a needle rotation technique before and after symmetrizing the full cell for both schemes. Figure 2 shows the experimental setup for our transverse disk pull, using a 6.35 mm diameter 0.30 mm thick Cu disk, used to measure E, (zn, y). The dipole offset is directly measured by this technique assuming that E, can be modeled near the beam pipe axis by E, (x0, y) = A + B ( y -C)2. Experimental disk pull data is shown in figure 3 for the @-coupling scheme. The 8-coupled dipole data along with waveguide to full cell coupling as a function of short position is shown in figure 4. . . 
V. MULTI-POLE MODES
In previous measurements of the dipole field in an RF cavity, needles were pulled longitudinally offset from the beam axis [9] or were pulled tr'ansversely [ 101 to the beam axis. In our needle rotation technique a 1.27 cm long .635 mm diameter needle is plarallel to the beam axis and was rotated in the B direction such tlhat a cylinder was swept out, and thereby only perturbing the E,. The experimental setup used for the needle rotation can be see in figure 2 By measuring E, (TI, 0) as shown in figure 6 we can calculate the Fourier series coefficieni Amnl of the infinite series, whose absolute values are shown in figure 7. These coefficients are then used in the calculation of the emittance growth due to these multipole fields. Note that there is a large and changing (before and after) z-axis dipole field component, because the tuners were impossible to position precisely and in general were not symmetrical. Symmetrically feeding RF into the full cell would remove the phase asymmetry that exists in the cavity due to an asymmetric Poynting vector. Table I Electron bunch and RF gun cavity parameters 
VII. CONCLUSIONS
The dipole field components caused by the asymmetric RF coupling before and after symmetrizing the full cell were investigated. Data on the waveguide to full cell coupling and dipole offset versus short position was also taken. A needle rotation technique was used to measure theFourier coefficient of the multipole field components of the full cell accelerating field. The dipole coefficient was seen to decrease by an order of magnitude after the full cell was symmetrized, with the proper positioning of the adjustable short that is located in the vacuum pumping port. 
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Inserting the appropriate parameters from table I of the electron bunch and the symmetrized RF gun that we are modeling.
Where r1 is the radius at which E, was measure at using the needle rotation technique and uy is the beam size in the middle of the full cell.
Assuming that 9 can be approximated by a cosine like function of z we find that the emittance growth in the symmetrized case is given by
